EXOTIC PLACES INSPIRED SPACES

BRING THE VACATION HOME.
BEDDING COLLECTIONS INSPIRED BY EXOTIC LOCATIONS AROUND THE WORLD.

www.siscovers.com
Explore the collections inspired by exotic faraway places.
Signature Collection
- Ariel Sea duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Ariel Sea pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Pacific Cloud toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Sea Brook toss pillow (16” x 16”) with piping

Ariel Sea captures the natural hues that light up the ocean floor.

Supreme Collection
- Ariel Sea Signature Collection
- Two Sea Brook euro shams (26” x 26”) (king has three euro shams)
- Two Linen Bisque toss pillows (20” x 20”)
Signature Collection
- Bimini duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Bimini pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Twilight Thunder toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Pacific Sea Spray toss pillow (16” x 16”) with piping

Supreme Collection
- Bimini Signature Collection
- Two Twilight Thunder euro shams (26” x 26”) with piping (king has three euro shams)
- Two Reefer Sea toss pillows (20” x 20”)
- One Pacific Sea Spray bed scarf

Bimini offers a serene, under-the-sea snapshot of colorful sea life.
Signature Collection
- Key Largo duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Key Largo pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Sunset toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Monterey Bay toss pillow (16” x 16”)

Supreme Collection
- Key Largo Signature Collection
- Two Sunset euro shams (26” x 26”) (king has three euro shams)
- Two Linen Teal toss pillows (20” x 20”)

Key Largo reveals tropical fish swimming the red coral reef.
Signature Collection
- Hummingbird duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Hummingbird pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Memphis Teal toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Zephyr toss pillow (16” x 16”) with piping

Supreme Collection
- Hummingbird Signature Collection
- Two Zephyr euro shams (26” x 26”) with piping (king has three euro shams)
- Two Everlast Turquoise toss pillows (20” x 20”) with piping
- One Everlast Turquoise bed scarf
Essentials Collection
- Zephyr duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Zephyr pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Memphis Teal toss pillow (26" x 14") with buttons
- One Everlast Cream toss pillow (16" x 16") with piping

Supreme Collection
- Zephyr Essentials Collection
- Two Everlast Cream euro shams (26" x 26") with piping (king has three euro shams)
- Two Everlast Turquoise toss pillows (20" x 20") with piping
- One Everlast Cream padded bed scarf

Zephyr evokes the feeling of a soft, gentle sea breeze.
Signature Collection
- Hampton duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Hampton pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Memphis Teal toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Everlast Turquoise toss pillow (16” x 16”)

Supreme Collection
- Hampton Signature Collection
- Two Everlast Turquoise euro shams (26” x 26”) with piping (king has three euro shams)
- Two Padma Orange toss pillows (20” x 20”) with piping
- One Memphis Teal bed scarf

Hampton brings to mind wild beachgrass blowing in the wind.
Memphis Teal plays the blues with a natural, earthy vibe.

Select Collection
- Memphis Teal duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Memphis Teal pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Hampton toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Zephyr toss pillow (16” x 16”)

Supreme Collection
- Memphis Teal Essentials Collection
- Two Hampton euro shams (26” x 26”) (king has three euro shams)
- Two Harbour Driftwood toss pillows (20” x 20”)
Signature Collection
• Liza duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
• Two Liza pillow shams (twin has one sham)
• One Everlast Cream toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
• One Heritage Mist toss pillow (16” x 16”) with piping

Supreme Collection
• Liza Signature Collection
• Two Everlast Cream euro shams (26” x 26”) with piping (king has three euro shams)
• Two Sparkly Aqua toss pillows (20” x 20”)
• One Everlast Cream bed scarf

Liza carries a soft white coral garden on a bed of sea blue.
Signature Collection
- Tropical Night duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Tropical Night pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Everlast Slate toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Liza toss pillow (16” x 16”)

Supreme Collection
- Tropical Night Signature Collection
- Two Liza euro shams (26” x 26”) with piping (king has three euro shams)
- Two Padma Blue Bell toss pillows (20” x 20”)
- One Padma Orange bed scarf

Tropical Night comes to life with dark sultry flora.
Select Collection
- Woolly Cobalt duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Woolly Cobalt pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Tropical Night toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Everlast Slate toss pillow (16” x 16”)

Supreme Collection
- Woolly Cobalt Select Collection as shown
- Two Tropical Night euro shams (26” x 26”) (king has three euro shams)
- Two Everlast Stone toss pillows (20” x 20”) with piping
- One Everlast Stone bed scarf

Woolly Cobalt is reminiscent of Caribbean clear blue waters.
Select Collection
- Woolly Nectar duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Woolly Nectar pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Hummingbird toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Padma Pollen toss pillow (16” x 16”)

Supreme Collection
- Woolly Nectar Select Collection as shown
- Two Hummingbird euro shams (26” x 26”) (king has three euro shams)
- Two Padma Blue Bell toss pillows (20” x 20”)
Signature Collection
- Serenity duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Serenity pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Everlast Slate toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Sparkly Aqua toss pillow (16” x 16”)

Supreme Collection
- Serenity Signature Collection
- Two Everlast Slate euro shams (26” x 26”) (king has three euro shams)
- Two Linen Cream toss pillows (20” x 20”) with piping
- One Linen Cream bed scarf

Serenity gently calms with a garden of tropical brush strokes.
Signature Collection
- Zen duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Zen pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Harbour Willow toss pillow (26" x 14") with buttons
- One Tango Melon toss pillow (16" x 16"

Supreme Collection
- Zen Signature Collection
- Two Tango Melon euro shams (26" x 26") (king has three euro shams)
- Two Padma Blue Bell toss pillows (20" x 20") with piping
- One Tango Melon bed scarf

Zen reflects the balance and harmony of a Japanese garden.
Paris recalls the romance and grandeur of this iconic city.

Essentials Collection
- Paris duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Paris pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Sensu Cloud toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
- One Posh Bright Rose toss pillow (16” x 16”)

Supreme Collection
- Paris Essentials Collection
- Two Sensu Cloud euro shams (26” x 26”) with piping (king has three euro shams)
- Two Posh Jet Set toss pillows (20” x 20”)
Essentials Collection
• Amour duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
• Two Amour pillow shams (twin has one sham)
• One Sensu Cloud toss pillow (26” x 14”) with buttons
• One Padma Smoke toss pillow (16” x 16”)

Supreme Collection
• Amour Essentials Collection
• Two Everlast Slate euro shams (26” x 26”) (king has three euro shams)
• Two Padma Night toss pillows (20” x 20”)

Amour delivers love from the city of lights to the heart of NYC.
Promenade strolls the cobbled streets and landmarks of Paris.

**Essentials Collection**
- Promenade duvet cover with a down alternative comforter insert
- Two Promenade pillow shams (twin has one sham)
- One Sensu Cloud toss pillow (26" x 14") with buttons
- One Posh Jet Set toss pillow (16" x 16")

**Supreme Collection**
- Promenade Essentials Collection
- Two Sensu Cloud euro shams (26" x 26") with piping (king has three euro shams)
- Two Padma Smoke toss pillows (20" x 20")
What makes Siscovers the best-made bedding in the industry?

**Innovative no-shift design**
Our duvet cover has eight hidden buttons inside to keep the down alternative comforter securely in place.

**Zipper closures**
Our duvet cover and pillow shams stay neat and tidy all the time with zipper closures.

**Impeccable design**
Sis Essentials and Sis Signature collections have carefully chosen coordinating toss pillows that add finesse to each collection. Where as, the toss pillows in the Sis Select collections are chosen by you to create your customized unique look.

**Luxurious Layers**
Sis Supreme collections have coordinating euro shams, toss pillows and bed scarves added for over-the-top style to your bedroom.